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TRIN-WES GAME LOOMS

Cards Furnish Last Hurdle To First Undefeated Season Since 1934

BIG CROWDS EXPECTED

Monster Rally and Gala Radio Broadcast in Auditorium to Welcome Dennehy

The die is cast. With a few big streets on which to conduct a tremendous pre-Westyan rally, a great dance orchestra and a score of cute corners, an undefeated football team, and—through it all—seven fraternity houses to keep the spirit high, this coming weekend promises to be rather something, to say the least.

We venture, if we may, to divide the weekends to come, each of which there is to be the biggest rally in history. There was a time when our forefathers here got into the spirit of a rally so heartily that the Connecticut Trust Company regularly lost two trolley cars at each affair, which, is hardly good business. Lately, however, the C. T. C. has been disbanding transportation service left and right and in horrible anticipation of Friday's rally, which this campus at 6:30 goes down Vernon Street to Washington Rally over the spacious floor. (Continued on page 3.

College Calendar

Wednesday, Nov. 12: 8:30 a.m. Chapel, Rev. Donald Aldrich, Church of the Ascension, New York City.

Thursday, Nov. 13: Freshman soccer vs. Wesleyan, away.

Friday, Nov. 14:

S a.m. Chapel, Padre Coombs. Soccer vs. Wesleyan, at Middlefield.

6:30 p.m. Parade and Rally, away.

10 p.m. Parade and Rally at Hartland Field.

Saturday, Nov. 15:

2 p.m. Football Game of the Week. The Trinity College and Union United team in New England.

Sunday, Nov. 16:

Chapel Services at 8, 11 and 5 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 17:

8:15 p.m. Organ Recital, G. Frank Millen; Trinity Church, New Haven.

Prominent Biologists Help Entertaining Reporter Solve Anthropological Puzzle

Frank N. Stein, janitor of the proposed field house — "Priorities on baby-huggies, no doubt." Mrs. Margaret Turner of Middle Jarvis—"They want to protect them—just like any animal would!"

J. F. Joffleworth, the meanest man on campus—"A.D. Dorothy Thompson.

For years she's claimed to know everything.

Edward Gilbert, 43—"To keep them fresh.

Frank Richmon, 44—"Frankly, I haven't the faintest idea. It has something to do with the family—what they were called in Ireland. (Weird, isn't it?—Ed.)"

Dennis Dick, 45—"I suppose one of the little tykes might get lost."

Andy Weeks, 42—"I don't know. They might have been thrown away maybe so they won't sting."

Bud Meyer, 45—"It's the same principle as the Indian pinapse.

(Continued on page 2.)

TRINITY-AMHERST GAME STATISTICS

Coast Guards Commit Mass Suicide as C.C. Chooses Trin

Tribune's Circulation Off 152,000
As Writer, Amberlad Grad,

(Continued from page 1)
played and then apologized back-
ceanily by writing he had been a
member of the class of 33... The Michigan Wolver-
ines haven't won a game from the
Hoggers since 1927, and this year
was no exception. The two teams
of boomers-crushers fought each
Pass from one Gopher backfield to an-
other, and the scoring was.
Eighty-five thousand fans
tested the game.
A tradition for the showcase
Mount Holyoke girls to go away
month came back the reply from the
Holyoke student government, "The
women and Carl A. Real need necer-
yet."... This column is happy to
announce it was at last able to find
the answer to the question of the
of the New York papers. There

... it was a simple case of a
three solid inches! We might add
passing, too, the Much-too-much-
threshold will have to be reaf-
ported to the New York game.

"... The Big Blue went at their
operation with the same
"The Tribune," to all intents and

... It is probably more
absolutely no reason that Trinity
"... Don't worry, by February

To all those students who will not
be in Phil. This Saturday, may we
remind the you that the course is
Mean to an end. (Billy, eh what?)

Memor N. A. secretary;
understand that there is a man at the
Hartford Hospital whose job is to
prevent wheals on w createStackNavigator
-1.
Beta, to a lastminute trying to
find an empty seat in a crowded
room; "Don't worry, by February
we probably have plenty of empty
chairs."

Start Taylor may have gotten
a few new ideas from Pressy's comments
in the Bible lesson last Sunday.
She said, in part: "The seraphim
and cherubim, strange-looking creatures
which guard the gates of the Holy
... the cher脱离or of heaven. I can
imagine the angels saying, "Zeg
... the, 'Abomination of
... the three holy Hogs?"

Recently a small group of freshmen
has decided to look for those strange
telephone calls that are made to fraternity
houses on Saturdays and Sundays in an
endeavor to connect on their findings.
-1.

What a world this is! One
Minister students are bitterly fighting
the Ambrose students over the goal-
pots. The next minute the students
from Trinity go into the Amherst
stadium in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
promoters' cocktails, sleep in their
bars, and treat them like

Can anyone tell me why I bought
a ticket for the Ambrose game, or did
I buy it as a nervous

Kingswood Captures
Contest from Frosh

On Tuesday, November 4, the
freshman golf team from Kingswood
1 to 0. Captained by
vaugn Monroe and splendidly
played by hallock MacNulty, the
frosh played the closest contest of
their season.

To date, Al Richardson's pride
has been a very unsuccessful season.
They have lost four and won none,
but their playing has improved con-
spicuously throughout the fall. All of
them had green material with which to
play; and they seemed to have found
their winning formula.

Seven members of the "Vassar Mi-
ssie" Staff recently joined the
Kingswood Club and won the
moderate of "Tonight at 8:30" by
star and director; call production
downtown immoral and "pretty
enough," according to the Welesyan
reporters, and the ever-present code
of journalistic eulogy bolishes any
doubt that the Welesyans are
when they say that, further, your
Committee will be very much interested in the
"in part that 'in past years the service
of the "Freshmen" is particularly poor;
such an attitude has caused distinct
ill feeling on the part of the guests
and those dear old college days. You help
me remember those memories of my life in Trinity.

Your paper is so well printed that
even you if you could furnish me with the
secretary: We
We
print the following letter

Memo to N. Y. alumni:
... We
are memories of my life in Trinity.
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Trendy in the seclusion of the oth-

(Continued from page 1.)
Highballs by candlelight, noisy tots-

ta-totes at the ringside, and lovers' rendezvous in the seclusion of the oth-
er rooms will heighten the evening's attractiveness. A jolly good time,

we trust, will be had by all. (At this point we dedicate a respectful silence to Saturday classes: aahh!)

Thirdly, there is the football game, for which number one, the rally, was held. Trinity has crept through six games thus far without a loss, fre-

quently playing the role of the under-

guy, but always squeezing out victories and the Blue and Gold is the only

team Iighballs-ns.

in the first quarter drove down to the

Amherst goal. Bad breaks on Britches combined with poor punting

impossible for the Blue and Gold to

hold back the powerful onslaught of

Amherst. From the first few minutes of the game, when it appeared that

Trinity might make a battle of it, it was Amherst all the way.

Led by Smith, a brilliant halfback

who will be watching next year, Amherst scored once in the first per-

tiov and twice in the second; pushed

another across in the third and topped

(Continued on page 4.)

Carillonneurs Honor
Monsieur Jef Denyn

The Guild of Carillonneurs, com-

posed of musicians in the United

States and Canada who play bells,

has been honoring in the past four

weeks Monsieur Jef Denyn, who died

recently in Belgium at an advanced

age. For years he had been director

of a school for Carillonneurs at Ma-

lines, Belgium, where many Carillon-

neurs in the United States received

their training. On every euition in this country there has been played a

recital in memory of M. Denyn. Last

Sunday afternoon President Ogilvie,

G. L. H. Smith, and George

were superb in his runback of

Foster, who had repeatedly been un-

successful in handling Beidler's

throws, found Slingerland easier and

(Continued)

rushed have begun to decide to resign

their hopes to a merely mediocre ses-

sion, there is one gentleman named

Carrier who isn't convinced. If he

can be convinced with a little power

politics by our stalwart line Saturday,

we may have our first undefeated

team since 1934 before a war.

House-Parties

Lastly, concluding our succinct

analysis, are the house-parties which

are a part of the fall social and

athletic season here. They will also

wind up a weekend which is too full

of events to allow for any breach of

accumulation.

A powerful Amherst outfit pushed

unmercifully down a sloppy field six

times last Friday against a weakened

Trinity Freshman eleven to roll up a

41 to 0 victory in a complete annihila-

tion.

Trinity got off to a good start and

in the first quarter drove down to the

Amherst 15-yard stripe, but lost the

ball on downs and never again neared the Amherst goal. Bad breaks on

fumbles combined with poor punting

ensemble the Amherst goal. Bad breaks on

Britches combined with poor punting

impossible for the Blue and Gold to

hold back the powerful onslaught of

Amherst. From the first few minutes of the game, when it appeared that

Trinity might make a battle of it, it was Amherst all the way.

Led by Smith, a brilliant halfback

who will be watching next year, Amherst scored once in the first per-

tiov and twice in the second; pushed

another across in the third and topped

(Continued on page 4.)

COLLEGE STORE

THE OLDEST STORE NEAR THE CAMPUS.

FROM A TASTY SNACK TO A HOME-COOKED MEAL.

Try our Delicious Sodas and Sundaes

SUNLIGHT BARBER SHOP

900 BROAD STREET

"Shop with the Revolving Pole"

COMFORTABLE CONVENIENT

TRINITY MEN FAVOR

THE HOTEL BOND BARBER SHOP

You

trust

your quality

Pause... Go refreshed

Coca-Cola

Each time you taste ice-cold Coca-Cola, you are reminded that here is the quality of genuine goodness. Experience... the quality and satisfaction... back into your every

drink. You can trust the quality of Coca-Cola.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., EAST HARTFORD

8-5716

302 Asylum Street, Hartford

© 1941 THE TRINITY TRIPOD
Thursday, November 6 — War whoops, eagle feather head-dresses, belled mocassins, drums and brilliant Indian blankets changed the Trinity Auditorium tonight into a replica of the West for some three hundred spectators who were present at a program presented by four Western Woods Indians who were guests of the College today.

The four braves, Rainbow, who and Danielson, the latter missing a heartbreaker. Through the game the highly superior short passing of the Lord Jeffs was glaringly evident as Trinity’s offensive repeatedly died out. As the half ended the Blue and Gold was still plugging, but the Amherst goal-line remained unconquered.

Amherst opened the second half in a burst of power that gave them their fourth goal. Again Trinity rallied out an alert Amherst goalie staved off each threat. The outstanding defensive plays of the Trinity fullbacks, Grimes and Dryden, prevented more scoring by Amherst. The halfback of Dexter, Brown, and Dexter played as brilliantly as usual.

We’re out to avenge that defeat from Open Date. Look out, Wes!...